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Abstract
In this paper, we present a mechanism called the Markov
Model Mediator (MMM) to facilitate the effective
retrieval for content-based image retrieval (CBIR).
Different from the common methods in content-based
image retrieval, our stochastic mechanism not only takes
into consideration the low-level image content features,
but also learns high-level concepts from a set of training
data, such as access frequencies and access patterns of
the images. The advantage of our proposed mechanism is
that it exploits the structured description of visual
contents as well as the relative affinity measurements
among the images. Consequently, it provides the
capability to bridge the gap between the low-level
features and high-level concepts. Our experimental
results demonstrate that the MMM mechanism can
effectively assist in retrieving more accurate results for
user queries.

1. Introduction
The availability of today’s digital devices and
techniques offers users more opportunities than ever to
create their own digital images. Moreover, the Internet
has become the biggest platform to get, distribute and
exchange digital image data. The rapid increase in the
amount of image data and the inefficiency of text-based
image retrieval have created great demands for new
approaches in image retrieval.
Currently, Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
becomes an active research area. The objective of a CBIR
system is to offer the user an efficient way in finding and
retrieving those images that are qualified for the matching

criteria of users’ queries from the database. In contrast to
the text-based approach, CBIR operates on a totally
different principle, i.e., to retrieve the stored images from
a collection of images by comparing the features that
were automatically extracted from the images themselves.
It involves a matching process between a query image
and the images stored in the database. The first step of the
process involves automatically extracting a feature vector
for the unique characteristics of each image. A quantified
similarity value between two images is obtained by
comparing their feature vectors. The commonly used
image features include color [19], shape [23] and texture
[9]. Queries are issued through query-by-image example
(QBE). A lot of research work has been done, which
resulted in a number of systems and techniques, both in
the academic and commercial domain. For example,
IBM’s QBIC system [5] and Virage’s VIR engine [20]
are two most notable commercial image retrieval systems,
while VisualSEEk [18], Metaseek [1], PhotoBook [13]
are well-known academic image retrieval systems. In
addition, a prototype content-based image retrieval
system, PicHunter, was presented in [4].
However, an impediment to research on CBIR is the
lack of mapping between the high-level concepts and the
low-level features. In order to overcome this problem and
to better capture the subjectivity of human perception of
the visual content, the concept of relevance feedback
(RF) associated with CBIR was proposed in [15].
Relevance feedback is an interactive process in which the
user judges the quality of the retrieval results performed
by the system by marking those images that the user
perceives as truly relevant among the images retrieved by
the system. This information is then used to refine the
original query. Most of the relevance feedback research
work has been carried out in two approaches: query point

movement and re-weighting [8]. However, this process
should be dealt with in a real-time manner in the loop
because the metric dynamically depends upon the user’s
feedback and the context. The real-time learning of
distance metric or feature space transformations based on
the users’ interactions remains an open issue. On the other
hand, in order to get better results, the user may be asked
to browse a bunch of images through iterations and to
provide the detailed ranking of similarity for the images.
The fact is that a heavy and unnecessary burden of
responsibility is brought to the user. In addition, it is
highly probable that this burden will have a negative
effect on user’s perception of the effectiveness and
efficiency of the system.
This paper presents a content-based retrieval system
that employs the Markov Model Mediator (MMM)
mechanism to retrieve images, which functions as both
the searching engine and image similarity arbitrator to
facilitate the functionality of a multimedia database
management system. In our previous studies, the MMM
mechanism has been applied to multimedia database
management [17] and document management on the
World Wide Web (WWW) [16]. The MMM mechanism
adopts the Markov model framework and the concept of
the mediators. The Markov mechanism is one of the most
powerful tools available to scientists and engineers for
analyzing complicated systems, whereas a mediator is
defined as a program to collect and combine information
from one or more sources, and finally yield the resulting
information [21]. Markov models have been used in many
applications. Some well-known examples are Markov
Random Field Models [6], and Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [14]. Some research works have been done to
integrate the Markov model into the field of image
retrieval. Lin et al. [10] used a Markov model to combine
the spatial and color information. In their approach, each
image in the database is represented by a pseudo twodimensional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in order to
adequately capture both the spatial and chromatic
information about that image. [22] used the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to parse video data. In [12], the
Hidden Markov Model was employed to model the time
series of the feature vector for the cases of events and
objects in their probabilistic framework for semantic level
indexing and retrieval.
In this paper, the MMM mechanism is applied to the
dynamic content-based image retrieval process. Our
method also builds an index vector for each image within
the database and considers the relationship between the
query image and the target image. However, unlike the
common methods mentioned earlier, we capture the users’
perceptions by using a set of training data, such as access
patterns and access frequencies of the images in the image
database. Also, instead of on-line learning user’s

preferences, interpretations or retrieval requirements in
RF, we calculate the relative affinities among the images
in the image database off-line, which serve as the factors
of the high-level concepts in our system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the key components of the MMM
mechanism and introduces the stochastic process for
information retrieval. Section 3 presents our experiments
in applying the MMM mechanism to content-based image
retrieval. The experimental results demonstrate that the
MMM mechanism can assist in retrieving more accurate
results for user queries. A brief conclusion is given in
Section 4.

2. The stochastic model
2.1. Markov Model Mediator (MMM)
mechanism
Markov Model Mediator (for short, MMM) is a
probabilistic-based mechanism that adopts the Markov
model framework and the mediator concept. The MMM
mechanism is defined as follows:
Definition 1: An MMM is represented by a 5-tuple λ =
(S, F, A, B, Π), where S is a set of images called states; F
is a set of distinct features of the images; A denotes the
states transition probability distribution, where each entry
(i, j) actually indicates the relationship between image i
and j captured through the off-line training processes; B is
the feature matrix; and Π is the initial state probability
distribution.
Each image database in our CBIR system is modeled
by an MMM, where S consists of all the images in the
image database and F includes all the distinct features for
the images in S. A represents the relationships among all
the images in the database based on user’s preference,
and the relationships of the images are modeled by the
sequences of the MMM states connected by transitions. B
consists of the normalized image feature vectors for all
the images. The last tuple Π indicates how likely an
image would be accessed without knowing the query
image. A training data set consisting of the access
patterns and access frequencies of the queries issued to
the database is used to train the model parameters A, B,
and Π for an MMM.

2.2. Formulation of the model parameters
In each MMM, its model parameters A, B, and Π that
are critical for the stochastic process need to be

formulated and constructed. For this purpose, a set of
training data is used.
2.2.1. Training data set. The training data set is used to
generate the training concepts off-line for an MMM
mechanism to construct its model parameters A, B, and Π
matrices. Definition 2 gives the information available in
the training data set.
Definition 2: The training data set consists of the
following information:
 The value N that indicates the number of images in
database d.
 A set of queries Q = {q1, q2,…, qq} that are issued to
the database in a period of time. Let usem,k denote the
usage pattern of image m with respect to query qk per
time period, where the value of usem,k is 1 when m is
accessed by qk and zero otherwise. The value of
accessk denotes the access frequency of query qk per
time period.
The pair of user access pattern (usem,k) and user access
frequency (accessk) provides the capability to capture the
user concepts in the training process, which can be seen
from the following example.

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Figure 1. Three sample images (Image 1 – Image
3)
Table 1. The user access pattern (usem,k) for the
sample images
Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

…

q1

1

1

0

…

q2

0

0

1

…

q3

1

0

1

…

…

…

…

…

…

Table 1 gives three example queries issued to our
image database, where q1 is a user-issued query related to
retrieving some parade scenes, and q2 and q3 are two
queries interested in the concept of natural scenes with
green grass and blue sky. The corresponding access
frequencies accessk for q1, q2, and q3, which are
accumulated by recording different users’ selections

during the training process, are 21, 19 and 2, respectively.
In Table 1, the entry (k, m) = 1 indicates that the mth
image is accessed by query qk. For example, image 1 and
image 2 are accessed together in q1 with their
corresponding entries in the user pattern matrix having
value 1 and the access frequency access1 is 21. For the
query related to the natural scenes, two different access
patterns are recorded with access2 equals to 19 and
access3 equals to 2, which is due to the different user
concepts (parade scene or landscape scene) existed for
image 1. However, since most of the users regard image 1
as a parade scene more than a landscape scene, only
image 3 is accessed in most cases, which is indicated by a
larger access2 value. Though it is possible that image 1
would be selected together with image 3 as natural scenes
as recorded in q3, obviously the value of access3 (i.e., 2)
is much smaller than the value of access2 (i.e., 19).
Consequently, after the system training, image 2 is more
likely to be retrieved than image 3, given image 1 as the
query image. Thus, the users’ subjective concepts about
the images are captured by the pair of user access pattern
and user access frequency.
2.2.2. Matrix A: the state transition probability
distribution. Based on the information in the training
data set, we can capture the relationships among the
images in the database based on the high-level concepts.
That is, the more frequently two images are accessed
together, the more closely they are related. In order to
capture the relative affinity measurements among all the
images, a matrix AF is defined, which is constructed by
having the affm,n be the relative affinity relationship
between two images m and n using the following
definition.
Definition 3: The relative affinity measurement (affm,n)
between two images m and n indicates how frequently
these two images are accessed together, where

aff m , n =

q

∑ use
k =1

m ,k

× use n , k × access k

(1)

The state transition probability distribution (matrix A)
is constructed by having am,n be the element in the (m, n)th
entry in A, where
aff m , n
(2)
am ,n =
aff
∑ n∈ d m , n
As shown in this formulation, matrix A is obtained via
normalizing AF per row and represents the conditional
probability that refers to as the state transition probability
for an MMM.

2.2.3. Matrix B: the feature matrix. For the feature
matrix B, we consider the following features: color
information and object location information for the
images in the image database. Since the color feature is
closely associated with image scenes and it is more robust
to changes due to scaling, orientation, perspective and
occlusion of images, it is the most widely used visual
feature in image retrieval [11]. In our CBIR system, color
information is obtained for each image from its HSV
color space. The HSV color space is chosen for two
reasons. First, it is perceptual, which makes HSV a
proven color space particularly amenable to color image
analysis [3]. Secondly, the benchmark results in [11]
showed that the color histogram in the HSV color space
performs the best. For object location information, the
SPCPE algorithm proposed in [2] is used. The minimal
bounding rectangle (MBR) concept in R-tree [7] is
adopted so that each object is covered by a rectangle. The
centroid point of each object is used for space reasoning
so that any object is mapped to a point object.
Since our focus is to evaluate the performance of the
MMM retrieval mechanism and to reduce the feature
space rather than to explore the most appropriate features
for image retrieval, in our study, each image has a feature
vector of only twenty-one elements. Within the twentyone features, twelve are for color descriptions and nine
are for location descriptions. The color features
considered are ‘black’, ‘white’ (w), ‘red’, ‘red-yellow’
(ry), ‘yellow’ (y), ‘yellow-green’ (yg), ‘green’ (g),
‘green-blue’ (gb), ‘blue’ (b), ‘blue-purple’ (bp), ‘purple’
(p) and ‘purple-red’ (pr) according to the combinations of
different ranges of the hue (H), saturation (S), and the
intensity values (V). Colors with the number of pixels less
than 5% of the total number of pixels are regarded as nonimportant and the corresponding positions in the feature
vector have the value 0. Otherwise, we put the
corresponding percentage of that color component to that
position.

For the location descriptions, each image is divided
into 3×3 equal-sized regions. The image can be divided
into a coarser or finer set of regions if necessary. As
shown in Figure 2, the nine regions are ordered from left
to right and top to bottom: L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7,
L8, and L9. When there is an object in the image whose
centroid falls into one of the nine regions, the value 1 is
assigned to that region. Objects with their areas less than
8% of the total area are ignored.

Image 4

Figure
2.
Object
locations
corresponding regions

and

their

In order to capture the appearance of a feature in an
image, we define a temporary matrix (BB ) whose rows
are all the distinct images and columns are all the distinct
features, where the value in the (p, q)th entry is greater
than zero if feature q appears in image p, and zero
otherwise. Table 2 illustrates the associated feature
vectors of the sample images in Figures 1 and 2.
Then the feature matrix B can be obtained via
normalizing BB per row as shown in Table 3. We
consider that the color and location information are of
equal importance, such that the sum of the feature values
of the color features should be equal to that of the
location features. In other words, the sum of the values
that the features are observed from a given image should
be 1, with 0.5 each for color features and location
features. It is worth mentioning that our mechanism is
robust in terms of the update to the feature matrix B.
Users are allowed to construct the matrix by using any
normalized vector-based image feature set.

Table 2. BB matrix - image feature vectors of the sample images
image 1
image 2
image 3
image 4

black
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.49

w
red
ry
y
yg
g
gb
b bp
0.38 0.12
0
0
0
0.36 0
0
0
0.35 0.06 0.36 0.12
0
0
0
0
0
0.40
0
0
0.07 0.29 0.07 0 0.07 0
0.08
0
0
0
0
0.43 0
0
0

p
0
0
0
0

pr
0
0
0
0

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Table 3. B matrix - normalized image feature vectors of the sample images
image 1
image 2
image 3
image 4

black
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.25

w
red
ry
y
yg
g
0.19 0.06
0
0
0
0.18
0.18 0.03 0.18 0.06 0
0
0.20
0
0
0.03 0.15 0.04
0.04
0
0
0
0
0.21

gb
b bp
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.04 0
0
0
0

p
0
0
0
0

pr
0
0
0
0

L1 L2
0 0
0 0.5
0 0
0 0

L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9
0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0

2.2.4. Matrix Π: the initial state probability
distribution. The preference of the initial states for
queries can be obtained from the training data set. For any
image m ∈ d, the initial state probability is defined as the
fraction of the number of occurrences of image m with
respect to the total number of occurrences for all the
images in the image database d from the training data set.

∑ use
}=
∑ ∑ use

As we mentioned before, A = { a S S } denotes the
i j
states transition probability distribution, B = {bS i ( o k )}
is the feature matrix, and is the initial state probability
distribution. The image retrieval steps using the dynamic
programming algorithm in the stochastic process are
shown in Table 4.

q

Π = {π m

(3)

m ,k

k =1

N

q

l =1

k =1

Table 4. Image retrieval steps using our
proposed stochastic model

l ,k

1.

2.3. Stochastic process for information retrieval
The need for efficient information retrieval from the
databases is strong. However, as we mentioned earlier,
usually the cost for query processing is expensive and
time-consuming. In addition, the results may not be very
satisfactory due to the lack of mapping between the highlevel concepts and the low-level features. Probabilistic
models offer a way to perform the searching process more
efficiently and accurately. Based on the concepts learned
from the training data set, we capture the most matched
images through a dynamic programming algorithm that
conducts a stochastic process in calculating the current
edge weights and the cumulative edge weights.
Assume N is the total number of images in the
database, and the features of the query image Squery is
denoted as {o1, o2, …, oT}, where T is the total number of
non-zero features of the query image Squery. In our case, 1
≤ T ≤ 21 since there are 21 features in total.
Definition 4: Wt(i) is defined as the edge weight from the
state Si to Squery at the evaluation of the tth feature (ot) in
the query, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ t ≤ T.
Definition 5: Dt(i) is defined as the cumulative edge
weight from the state Si to Squery at the evaluation of the tth
feature (ot) in the query, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ t ≤ T.
Based on definitions 4 and 5, the
programming algorithm is given as follows.
At t = 1,
W 1 (i) = π

Si

b Si (o1 )

D 1 (i) = W 1 (i)

dynamic

(4)
(5)

The values of Wt+1(i) and Dt+1(i), where 1 ≤ t ≤ T-1,
are calculated using the values of Wt(i) and Dt(i).

W t + 1 ( i ) = D t ( i ) a S query S i b S i ( o t + 1 )

(6)

D t + 1 ( i ) = (max D t ( i )) + W t + 1 ( i )

(7)

i

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Given the query image q, obtain its feature
vector {o1, o2 ,…, oT }, where T is the total
number of non-zero features of the query image
q.
Upon the first feature o1, calculate W1(i) and
D1(i) according to Equations (4) and (5).
Move on to calculate W2(i) and D2(i) according to
Equations (6) and (7).
Continue to calculate the next values for the W
and D vectors until all the features in the query
have been taken care of.
Upon each feature in query, we can obtain a pair
of vectors: Wt(i) and Dt(i). We then sum up each
value at the same position in the vectors W1(i),
W2(i), …, WT(i). Namely, sumWT(i) =
ΣT Wt(i) is calculated.
Find the candidate images by sorting their
corresponding values in sumWT(i). The bigger
the value is, the stronger the relationship exists
between the candidate image and the query
image.

In Step 3, since we already obtained matrices W1(i)
and D1(i) from Step 2, and the second feature o2 is
known, the content of W2(i) and D2(i) can be determined.
Following the same way, all the pairs of W and D vectors
can be obtained. The value of sumWT(i) (obtained in Step
5) is the sum of the edge weights W1(i), W2(i), … , WT(i).
In other words, it indicates the matching percentage of the
ith image in the image database to the query image Squery
with respect to the features {o1, o2,…, oT}.
In contrast to the common methods which either have
difficulties to capture the high-level concepts or try to
learn the concepts in real-time, our method provides the
capability of training the data set off-line. On the other
hand, because given a query image q issued by a user,
only the data in the row q of matrix A are used, most of
the values in the entries of the B matrix are zeros, and
normally the features contained in one query image is no
more than six, we can retrieve the results more accurately
and efficiently.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental image database system
In our image database, there are 10,000 color images
of 72 semantic categories with various dimensions that
are used to carry out the experiments. Both the color
information and object location information of the images
are considered and the query-by-example strategy is used
to issue queries in our experiments. In addition, with the
purpose of supporting high-level meaning in the queries,
first we need to construct the model parameters for the
MMM mechanism based on the training data set (i.e.,
access patterns and access frequencies) obtained from the
150 training queries issued to the image database.

3.2. Constructions of the model parameters
Each MMM has three probability distributions (A, B,
and Π). The state transition probability distribution A can
be obtained according to Equations (1) to (2) given in
Section 2. In order to calculate B, first we need to
construct BB based on the images and their features in the
experimental database. Based on BB, B can be obtained
using the procedure illustrated in Section 2. The initial
state probability distribution for experimental database
can be determined by using Equation (3). The
constructions of these model parameters can be performed
off-line.
Once the model parameters of the MMM for the image
database are constructed, the stochastic process shown in
Table 4 is used for image retrieval.

by the training process and the flexibility of our model,
we use the accuracy-scope curve to compare the
performance of our proposed mechanism with the
‘noPattern’ method. In the accuracy-scope curve, the
scope specifies the number of images returned to the
users and the accuracy is defined as the percentage of the
retrieved images that are semantically related to the query
image.
3.3.1. Query-by-image example. In this experiment, the
retrieved images are ranked and displayed in the
descending order of their similarity scores from the top
left to the bottom right, where the upper leftmost image is
the query image. In this example, the query image
belongs to the ‘Landscape’ category and is complicated to
analyze because, though it contains clear semantic
meanings, it is hard to extract the foreground object from
the background. Figure 3 shows the snapshot of the
retrieval result screen containing the most qualified
twelve images to this query image from the database. As
can be seen from this figure, the perceptions contained in
these returned images are quite similar and the ranking is
reasonably good.

3.3. Experiments
To test the performance and efficiency of our proposed
mechanism, 80 randomly chosen images belonging to 5
distinct categories: landscape, flower, animal, vehicle and
human, are used as the query images, with 16 images per
category. For a given query image issued by a user, the
stochastic process with the proposed dynamic
programming algorithm will be carried on to dynamically
find the matched images for the user’s query. The
qualifying degrees of the images with respect to the
certain query image are determined by the values in the
resulting sumWT vectors according to the rules described
in Table 4. In the following subsections, a query-byimage example is first used to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our stochastic model. As mentioned
earlier, the off-line training process can improve the query
results dramatically by capturing users’ perceptions. In
addition, the feature matrix B can be altered without
affecting other components in our MMM model. In order
to demonstrate the performance improvement contributed

Figure 3. The snapshot of the retrieval results
3.3.2. Performance comparison. In our second
experiment, we compare the overall performance of our
proposed MMM mechanism with the so-called noPattern
method. The noPattern method does not integrate the
information of user access pattern and access frequency,
and performs the full sequential search through the image
database based on the feature matrix B. Then in our third
experiment, we alter the feature matrix B by assigning
different weights, 0.1 and 0.9 respectively, to the color
features and location features instead of 0.5 each. It is

worth mentioning that the weights are chosen randomly
and in fact any normalized vector-based image feature set
can be plugged into the matrix B. Then the performance
comparison is conducted in the same way as the second
experiment.
Figure 4 shows the results of the performance
evaluation. In Figures 4(a)-(f), ‘MMM’ and ‘noPattern’
indicate the accuracy results of MMM mechanism and the
noPattern method in our second experiment, while
‘MMM-Update’ and ‘noPattern-Update’ are for the third
experiment. The results in Figure 4(a) are calculated using
the averages of all the 80 query images, while Figures
4(b)-(f) show the results for each category.
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4. Conclusion
Currently, Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
technology is still immature but has great potential. In
this paper, a review of the recent efforts and techniques in
CBIR is given, followed by the discussion of the current
problems in the CBIR systems from the concern of
lacking the mapping between the high-level concepts and
the low-level features. Though Relevance Feedback has
been proposed to overcome this problem recently, it
requires the concepts to be trained in real-time and the
users are required to take heavy responsibilities during
the retrieval process. In response to these issues, the
Markov Model Mediator (MMM) mechanism is applied
to the image databases for content-based image retrieval.
A stochastic process based on the MMM mechanism is
proposed to traverse the database and find the similar
images with respect to the query image. Our proposed
stochastic-based mechanism provides the capability to
learn the concepts off-line based on the training data set,
such as access patterns and access frequencies. Then it
performs the similarity comparison between the query
image and the target image based on not only the lowlevel features, such as color and location features, but
also the concepts obtained by training in the previous
steps among all the images in the image database. The
fact that the proposed stochastic content-based CBIR
system utilizes the MMM mechanism and supports both
spatial and color information offers more flexible and
accurate results for user queries. The experimental results
exemplify this point, and the overall retrieval
performance of the presented system is promising.

60%
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effective feature vectors are extracted from the images,
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Figure 4: Accuracy comparison between the
MMM mechanism and noPattern method
From Figure 4, we have the following observations.
First, our proposed MMM mechanism outperforms the
noPattern method in all cases. This proves that the use of
the user access patterns and access frequencies obtained
from the off-line training process can capture the
subjective aspects of the user concepts. Second, our
model is flexible enough to use different feature vector
sets. Third, the MMM model and the noPattern method
share almost the same trend, which implies that the more
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